


Combining beautiful design and exemplary service, we are
dedicated to helping our clients achieve transformative kitchen
spaces. Our friendly, award-winning designers will go above and
beyond to help you get the most out of your interior without trying
to upsell you. At Now Kitchens, we always put our client's best
interests first.

Our multi-disciplined team have been bringing exceptional kitchens
to life in Cornwall since 2008. We oversee the whole process from
design to completion, whether you employ our team of trusted
fitters or your own builders, to ensure your kitchen is delivered to
our exacting standards.. We only work with suppliers we know will
meet our high expectations. 

As well as offering unlimited creative freedom, our elegant
collection of British and German kitchens reflects our
environmentally conscious ethos. Living in such a beautiful part of
the country, we are committed to making sustainable choices to
minimise our environmental impact.

We would be delighted to explore how we could help transform the
heart of your home and look forward to hearing from you soon.

Welcome to
Now Kitchens

THE NOW KITCHENS TEAM
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Debbie, Stithians

'Absolutely delighted with our beautiful kitchen. It's everything we wanted and
more. Jono was involved from the beginning of our new build and was extremely
helpful. We said what we would like, and he did everything else.'
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From charming country cottages to contemporary
clifftop studios, over the years, we've created
hundreds of beautiful and unique kitchens to suit a
range of properties. Our talented designers work
with both off-the-shelf and 100% bespoke modern
and traditional solutions. We tailor our designs to
your needs and tastes, including design features
that elevate our kitchens beyond the ordinary.

To ensure we have everything we need to bring
your vision to life, we've sourced an exquisite
collection of British and German kitchens. Our high-
quality products offer impressive design flexibility,
catering to budgets ranging from 12k to over 100k.
They include a gorgeous selection of styles,
finishes, and accessories. So, whether you're looking
for a traditional family kitchen or a showstopping
contemporary centrepiece, you're sure to find
something that captures your imagination.

In-Frame Kitchens Traditional Kitchens
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Our Elegant
Kitchen Styles

Handleless Kitchens Modern Kitchens

The ultimate in traditional luxury, our beautiful in-
frame kitchens are tailor-made in Scotland to your
exact specification, with an extensive choice of
luxurious Farrow & Ball colours.

From the Scandi-inspired shaker style to the
cosy country cottage look, our elegant
traditional kitchens are wonderfully versatile.

A bespoke handleless kitchen brings a
contemporary, streamlined look to the heart of your
home. Choose from a wide range of materials,
textures and colours for a completely unique style.

Clean, understated, and truly timeless, our
precision-engineered modern kitchens make a
beautiful and practical backdrop to family life.
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Phil, Falmouth

'We asked Now Kitchens to plan a contemporary kitchen for our renovation in Falmouth.
The designs blew us away. Throughout the process they have been exceptionally
helpful, knowledgeable, and supportive, including installation and after-care.'



The modern kitchen is, of course, so much more than
a place to cook. However, that doesn't mean you
should sacrifice anything when it comes to
functionality. At Now Kitchens, we strive to create
spaces that enhance your lifestyle, whether you love
baking, entertaining or relaxing with a cup of coffee.

We partner with leading brands NEFF, Siemens and
Gaggenau to offer you the ultimate in innovation and
reliability. Our extensive product knowledge means
we can advise on the best appliances to suit your
needs and budget. You can experience the latest
kitchen technology for yourself at our Helston
showroom.

LEARN MORE
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Our Appliances
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https://www.now-kitchens.co.uk/finishing-touches/appliances/
https://www.now-kitchens.co.uk/finishing-touches/appliances/




With so many practical, logistical, and stylistic
elements to consider, we appreciate that planning a
new kitchen can be overwhelming. Our experienced
professional team will work with you through all
aspects of your project. Our fully managed service
guarantees the very best results.

LEARN MORE
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Your Kitchen
Design Journey

Design Home Measure 3D Design Final Quote Installation

Before we start your kitchen
design, we will sit down with
you to discuss your vision in
detail. We'll take the time to
understand exactly what it is
you're looking for. 

When you are happy that our
offering matches your
expectations and budget, our
designers will visit your home
to survey your space and take
detailed measurements.

Our designers use these
measurements to create a
photorealistic design in our
professional 3D modelling
software, allowing you to
visualise your new space.

Once you are more than
satisfied with every detail of
your new design, we will
prepare a detailed and
transparent quote for you to
review.

Our detailed schedule will
ensure your kitchen
installation runs smoothly.
We'll take care of the whole
process, leaving you with
the perfect new kitchen.
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https://www.now-kitchens.co.uk/kitchen-design/
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Philippa, Porthleven

'We’d been to so many showrooms and had become kitchen blind. Now Kitchens was a different experience. It didn’t
feel like we were being shoved through a formula of how to sell a kitchen. We had a budget and they worked within it
without ridiculous upselling. Choosing our kitchen was stress-free, and that’s why I enjoy using it.'
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Our award-winning team of kitchen designers will
go above and beyond to help bring your vision to
life. We pride ourselves in creating kitchens that are
beautifully unique and made to last a lifetime.

Why Choose
Us?

Award-winning kitchen designers.

All of our team love spending time outdoors,
enjoying our beautiful surroundings. Thus, we are
acutely aware of the impact climate change is
having on our world. In a bid to make our kitchens
more sustainable, we have chosen to partner with
suppliers that share our environmentally focused
ethos. 

High-quality sustainable solutions.

From offering a fully remote design and installation
service to working alongside your builder/architect,
we always do our best to accommodate your
individual needs. Our outstanding service is every bit
as bespoke as our beautiful kitchens.

A bespoke service tailored to you.
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My philosophy has always been to educate and
advise our clients, helping them to make informed
purchasing decisions with no hard sell.

Darren, Managing Director

It’s a pleasure to combine my creative interests
with great service and unique interior details, so
that people can improve their home experience.

Jono, Design Consultant

Our kitchen was a centre of family life growing up,
so it gives me great pleasure to help clients realise
their own kitchen dreams.

Christine, Design Consultant & Marketing
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Our Kitchen Projects
23



We designed this spectacular kitchen to
accommodate our client's love of
entertaining. This showstopping interior,
relocated into the lounge, feels modern
and bright. It does an excellent job of
maximising the spectacular views. 

The handleless gloss finish bounces light
around the space. The built-in units and
extra-wide drawers emphasise the sleek
look.

The 5.2m island with 80mm profiles
provides a dramatic centrepiece. The
angled form demarcates the working and
social zones whilst maximising the host’s
views. 

Striking Modern
Design Meets
Unparalleled Luxury 

Key features

Neolith ‘Mont Blanc’ worktop

Red Dog Glass Design feature glass

Statement lighting scheme

Mawnan Smith, Cornwall
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Our talented team recently won KBB Focus’s Best Kitchen Installation of The Year award. Having started from
scratch with what was previously a living room, we successfully installed a complex and showstopping kitchen,
complete with an architectural Neolith island and smart lighting. We executed every detail with exacting precision
while supporting our clients at every turn. 





Sophisticated
Traditional Family
Kitchen

Featuring a sophisticated, warm yet neutral
palette, this modern shaker kitchen suits
our client's Victorian townhouse perfectly.
A large island provides space for
entertaining, preparing food, and family
dining.

The room is divided into zones for food
prep, entertaining and laundry. A stunning
bespoke larder houses a breakfast bar and
baking equipment, with an integral quartz
worktop used as a concealed prep area.

Key features

Tuscan Walnut cabinet interiors

Matt Bronze glass splashbacks

Extensive lighting scheme

Falmouth, Cornwall
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Feature ceiling bulkhead was
specified to house extraction
and mood lighting





Minimalist Scandi-
Inspired Kitchen

Our customers chose a neutral interior design
scheme, which made the matt off-white
Scots Grey door a perfect colour choice for
their home.

A statement island with waterfall ends and
extra-wide drawers not only houses an
enormous amount of storage but creates a
central focal piece, differentiating the kitchen
from the dining space.

Overlooking magnificent sea views, this
island provides the ultimate cooking
experience.

Key features

 Ammonite Ardesia quartzstone worktops

Bespoke shelving arrangement

Exquisite NEFF appliances

Penzance, Cornwall
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Our Cornwall
Showroom
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Situated in Helston, in the heart of Cornwall, our beautiful
two-storey showroom is the ideal place to begin your
project. We have a lovely selection of British and German
kitchens to explore. Our displays showcase a range of
modern and traditional looks, stunning design details and
cutting-edge appliances. From exquisite worktops to
beautiful cabinetry, you'll find everything you need to refine
your vision. 

Visiting our fantastic showroom is also the perfect
opportunity to get to know our friendly expert team. With
over 14 years of experience, we'll be on hand to answer all
your questions. 

You can click the map below to get instant directions to our
showroom from your location...
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https://goo.gl/maps/CUrUdQ9Tncswtto59


Address: 
1A Water-Ma-Trout,
Helston,
Cornwall,
TR13 0LW

Telephone:  01326 565522
Email: info@now-kitchens.co.uk

www.now-kitchens.co.uk

Begin Your Journey

If you would like to take the first step on your kitchen journey,
we would be delighted to hear from you. Whether you could
use a detailed discussion or are looking for inspiration, our
dedicated team are happy to help.

To book an appointment with our knowledgeable experts, you
can get in touch using the contact details below...
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